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Have you
heard of
GS&C?
GS&C aims to assist the Church in
its mission to
pro claim the gospel and live faithfully fo r Christ,
especially as it
seeks to present
Christ and his
gospel to the
wider society and
culture.

We pro vide resources which
help churches
think Christianly
abo ut w hat is
happening in so ciety; and we
help them see
how they can
make their message clearer to
the people around
them.
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The Aliens Among You...
Today there are more than
ten million people around
the world who have been
forced to leave their home
countries out of fear that
they will not be safe if they
remain. As a result, there is
growing pressure on other
countries to offer safe haven
- ‘asylum’ - for them. In

Australia, in recent months, there
have been many significant
changes to immigration policy,
and much debate in the public
square about this issue. Many
Australians are asking good questions about the effectiveness of
the changes, and whether they
are a genuinely compassionate
response toward asylum seekers.

The Committee is currently
working on a resource paper
that we hope will show how
the Bible helps to shape
Christian thinking about the
global refugee crisis and the
Australian experience. We
expect to publish the report
on the GS&C website by
April, 2014.

Need more
impact?
GS&C can offer subsidies to churches
who install Outreach Media signs
(thought-provoking example on right).
To find out how, contact us via the
web: www.gsandc.org.au
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